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1. Complete the song with the verbs in the box1. Complete the song with the verbs in the box1. Complete the song with the verbs in the box1. Complete the song with the verbs in the box    
 
 
 
 
 

And the sun has fallen, and the backbeat's telling truthsAnd the sun has fallen, and the backbeat's telling truthsAnd the sun has fallen, and the backbeat's telling truthsAnd the sun has fallen, and the backbeat's telling truths    

tttthat you hat you hat you hat you ______________________________________________ __ __ __ to hear, and you to hear, and you to hear, and you to hear, and you ____________________________________________________    to hear againto hear againto hear againto hear again    

And the closer that you And the closer that you And the closer that you And the closer that you ____________________________________________________, with the force of all the weight, with the force of all the weight, with the force of all the weight, with the force of all the weight    

And it's also clear, do you And it's also clear, do you And it's also clear, do you And it's also clear, do you ____________________________________________________    to feel herto feel herto feel herto feel her????    

WWWWant to ant to ant to ant to ____________________________________________________    her, her, her, her, ____________________________________________________    to feel to feel to feel to feel herherherher????    
    

For as long as you For as long as you For as long as you For as long as you ____________________________________________________, here on this earth, here on this earth, here on this earth, here on this earth    

I I I I ____________________________________________________    alivealivealivealive    (x 2)(x 2)(x 2)(x 2)    
    

And you And you And you And you ____________________________________________________    your time, because we've got all nightyour time, because we've got all nightyour time, because we've got all nightyour time, because we've got all night    

Saturday or nothing, we Saturday or nothing, we Saturday or nothing, we Saturday or nothing, we ____________________________________________________    do what we wantdo what we wantdo what we wantdo what we want    

I'm a sucker for your I'm a sucker for your I'm a sucker for your I'm a sucker for your game;game;game;game;    it's the way you teaseit's the way you teaseit's the way you teaseit's the way you tease    

And it's so unreal, when we And it's so unreal, when we And it's so unreal, when we And it's so unreal, when we _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ the ceilingthe ceilingthe ceilingthe ceiling    
    

For as long as you _____________, here on this earthFor as long as you _____________, here on this earthFor as long as you _____________, here on this earthFor as long as you _____________, here on this earth    

I _____________ aliveI _____________ aliveI _____________ aliveI _____________ alive    (x 2)(x 2)(x 2)(x 2)    
    
    

Make it so, Make it so, Make it so, Make it so, it shakes your heartit shakes your heartit shakes your heartit shakes your heart    

Nice and slow, but can you Nice and slow, but can you Nice and slow, but can you Nice and slow, but can you ____________________________________________________    it goit goit goit go????    

And you And you And you And you ____________________________________________________    life fall away, and you have no fearlife fall away, and you have no fearlife fall away, and you have no fearlife fall away, and you have no fear    

And you And you And you And you ____________________________________________________    it go, just let it goit go, just let it goit go, just let it goit go, just let it go    

And you And you And you And you ____________________________________________________    life fall away, and you have no fearlife fall away, and you have no fearlife fall away, and you have no fearlife fall away, and you have no fear    

Can you Can you Can you Can you ____________________________________________________    it go, it go, it go, it go, _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________     it goit goit goit go????    

For as long as you For as long as you For as long as you For as long as you ____________________________________________________, here on this earth, here on this earth, here on this earth, here on this earth    

I I I I ____________________________________________________    alivealivealivealive    

Feel alive, feel alive, feel alive, feel aliveFeel alive, feel alive, feel alive, feel aliveFeel alive, feel alive, feel alive, feel aliveFeel alive, feel alive, feel alive, feel alive    (x 2)(x 2)(x 2)(x 2)    
    
    

2. Read the2. Read the2. Read the2. Read the    boxes and complete with 4boxes and complete with 4boxes and complete with 4boxes and complete with 4    verbs from the box that is above:verbs from the box that is above:verbs from the box that is above:verbs from the box that is above:    
    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
3. Webquest: write a short paragraph with information about Tiësto3. Webquest: write a short paragraph with information about Tiësto3. Webquest: write a short paragraph with information about Tiësto3. Webquest: write a short paragraph with information about Tiësto’s ’s ’s ’s charitable workcharitable workcharitable workcharitable work....    

Kaleidoscope 

 

Released 6 October 2009 

Recorded 

2008–2009 

in London, England; Las 

Vegas, USA; Breda, The 

Netherlands 

Genre 

Progressive trance, electro 

house 

Length 73:54 

Label  Musical Freedom 

Producer Tijs Verwest, D.J. Waakop 

Reijers-Fraaij, Stefan 

Engblom, Olle 

Cornéer, Danja, Frank E 

Here on earth Tiësto feat. Cary Brothers 

4:55  

Album 'Kaleidoscope' 

Ultra Records  

can - want - take - let - touch - feel – take – can - get - are 

Here on Earth - Tiësto feat. Cary Brothers  

(4:55 - Ultra Records - Album 'Kaleidoscope') 

Official Tiësto’s video on Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2sxXbCtA3EOfficial Tiësto’s video on Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2sxXbCtA3EOfficial Tiësto’s video on Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2sxXbCtA3EOfficial Tiësto’s video on Youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2sxXbCtA3E 

______________: experience something: to experience an emotion or physical sensation 

______________: desire something: to feel a need or desire for something 

______________: put body in contact with something: to put a part of the body, especially the 

fingertips, in contact with something so as to feel it 

______________: be possible: used in questions to emphasize strong feelings about something 
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Answer key 
1. Complete the song with the verbs in the box: 

'Here on earth'' / Tiësto - Here on Earth feat. Cary Brothers (Ultra Records. Album 'Kaleidoscope') 

And the sun has fallen, and the backbeat's telling truths 

That you want to hear, and you want to hear again 

And the closer that you get, with the force of all the weight 

And it's also clear, do you want to feel her 

Want to feel her, want to feel her 

For as long as you are, here on this earth 

I feel alive 

For as long as you are, here on this earth 

I feel alive 

And you take your time, because we've got all night 

Saturday or nothing, we can do what we want 

I'm a sucker for your game; it's the way you tease 

And it's so unreal, when we touch the ceiling 

For as long as you are, here on this earth 

I feel alive 

For as long as you are, here on this earth 

I feel alive 

Make it so, it shakes your heart 

Nice and slow, but can you let it go 

And you feel life fall away, and you have no fear 

And you let it go, just let it go 

And you feel life fall away, and you have no fear 

Can you let it go, let it go? 

For as long as you are, here on this earth 

I feel alive 

Feel alive, feel alive, feel alive, feel alive 

Feel alive, feel alive, feel alive, feel alive 
 

2. Read the boxes and complete with 4 verbs from the box that is above: 

1. feel, 2. want, 3. touch, 4. can used in Can you let it go, let it go? 
 

3. Webquest: write a short paragraph with information about Tiësto’s charitable work. 

On January 6, 2005, Tiësto performed in an outdoor fundraiser in De Dam, Amsterdam. The event was free, and many 

famous Dutch artists were involved in it to provide financial aid to the people who suffered from the 2004 Indian 

Ocean earthquake and tsunami in Southern and Southeastern Asia. All profits made of all TV commercials and live 

broadcast were given to the organisations collecting the relief funds. 

 

In April 2006, Tiësto was named the official worldwide ambassador for the Dance4Life foundation promoting 

awareness of HIV/AIDS, as the foundation's ambassador he has helped the organisation with fundraising along with 

recording the track "Dance4life" that he recorded with Maxi Jazz from Faithless. The foundation consists on a better 

way of living with safe sex in exchange of entertainment to the young crowd. The song was a huge success, peaking for 

five weeks in number 3 and eleven consecutive weeks in the Top 10 of the Dutch Singles Chart and also charting in the 

UK and Germany. With the successful release of Elements of Life, Tiësto and fashion designer Giorgio Armani 

collaborated on a limited edition Tiësto T-shirt available at Armani Exchange stores. The charity rose over US$300,000. 

 

On November 29, 2008 artists like Tiësto himself, Sied van Riel, Leon Bolier, Joop, and MC Gunner presented a concert 

at The Sand, Amsterdam promoted by Dance4Life, the sales from the event will go to the foundation to support next 

year's Schools4Life project. 

 

In November 2012, Tiësto released a compilation album Dance (RED) Save Lives in collaboration with Product Red, 

with the aim of donating any proceeds from the album to the fight against AIDS. Tiësto himself have committed to 

match up to US$100,000 in donations to the cause. 

 

Tiësto. Wikipedia, (31 March 2014 at 11:44), retrieved (1 April 2014) from: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ti%C3%ABsto 


